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DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #1
Date:

January 4, 2010

To:

Dave Nafie / Mike Becker / RS&H

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Pocatello Regional Airport - Proximal Area Context Discussion

Section 1: Introduction and Methodology
This Technical Memorandum is associated with: Master Contract – Exhibit A - Task
9.2.1 and 9.2.2 – Preliminary Research; and, Site Analysis; of the Strategy 5 scope of
work for the master plan. It conveys observations pertaining to the general land use, road
and street framework, and development character of the area surrounding the airport that
can be directly accessed by vehicle. The purpose of this discussion is to provide a
physical context for further analysis associated with market support, development
opportunities on airport property and nearby land, and assimilation into the team’s
landside analysis and subsequent recommendations for the Master Plan. The observations
were made during a windshield survey of the area surrounding the airport made by
Strategy 5 during the planning kick-off activities on November 17, 2010, a dedicated site
analysis trip on December 7, 2010, and subsequent map and data review.

Section 2: Reader Orientation / Site Analysis
The discussion that follows is ordered according to a rough square of highways, roads,
and streets that frame the Pocatello Regional Airport at its center. The southern, western,
northern, and eastern quadrants are cited as organizing elements for the discussion. The
discussion begins with a general orientation as to the location of the airport in the greater
Pocatello / Fort Hall Indian Reservation / Power County / Bannock County context and
then focuses at the southern quadrant of the circle (about 12:30 on a clock). It then
proceeds clockwise to the west, north, and finally to the east. We have used key
identifiers to further place the discussion into context such as street names, commercial
centers, residential developments, etc. Please also refer to the map included at the end of
this report.
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2.1 General Location / Market Orientation
The Pocatello Regional Airport is located in the west/northwest direction from the City of
Pocatello, with overlapping land control in the area exerted by the City, Bannock County,
the Fort Hill Indian Reservation, Federal and State government. Together these
jurisdictions define a unique, largely rural marketplace punctuated with military and
government installations, private enterprise, sovereign nation enterprise, and substantial
residential clusters.

2.2. Southern Quadrant (Interstate 86 / East County Road/ Rte. 30)
For purposes of this discussion, the southern quadrant is deemed to include land area
defined by I-86 to the south, the intersection of Truckerville Road (also known as Big
Sky Road) to the west, and University Road to the east. Truckerville Road runs to the
north. To the south of I-86 the route is called the Arbon Valley Highway, and it runs due
south nearly to the Utah border.
Many of the airport’s physical attributes related to commercial/market potential emanate
from the southern quadrant. These attributes include, but are not limited to, direct
vehicular access from I-86 which connects Blackfoot, Rexburg and Idaho Falls to the
north (via I-15) and American Falls, Twin Falls and Boise to the west (via I-84); active
railroad lines and rail spurs that service the airport property; service roads and various
ingress and egress points to the airport itself.
The Pocatello Regional Airport has a land/property profile that is irregular in shape,
formed over decades of evolutionary federal and tribal activity, claims, deeds,
adjustments, mediations, and other factors. As a result the airport property straddles
highways and roads, penetrates residential and commercial nodes, and presents a jigsaw
puzzle character that in some cases has land-locked parcels owned by third parties in the
midst of tracts owned by the airport. For example, a Sinclair gas station and convenience
store operates on the south side of I-86, removed from the airport by an interstate
highway and other roads and streets, yet is on property owned and leased out by the
airport.
Within the montage of land ownership and use patterns, there appear to be out parcels
and other potential development opportunity sites that need to be further analyzed in the
context of the airport master plan. For example, the Sinclair gas station site and land
around it are located at an interstate off ramp – leading in one direction to the airport
itself, and in the other toward downtown Pocatello. Close by to the west of the Sinclair
station is the Bannock Peak Truck stop and Casino – a Sho-Ban Enterprise business.
From a location standpoint this land may be suitable for additional retail or commercial
development that could augment the airport’s financial bottom-line.
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2.3 Western Quadrant (Truckerville Road – Big Sky Rd.)
This north/south artery serves as a buffer/connector between the airport and tracts of land
it leases out to the east (in the direction of airside operations) for agricultural purposes,
and residential neighborhoods comprised mostly of single family homes to the west.
These neighborhoods in turn border the American Falls Reservoir and tribal-owned
recreational/sport lands. Discussions of a potential access road to the main airport
terminal and associated operational areas have been undertaken and will be further
developed in the context of the master plan.
Like much of the land bordering the airport, the Truckerville Road/Big Sky Road corridor
is punctuated by privately owned parcels, homes, small farms, etc. that penetrate the
airport-owned property at large. This irregular ownership pattern and other factors
concerned with the western quadrant may make development difficult. However, the
introduction of a new access road to the airport, the associated “gateway” context it
would create, and the area’s connection to an I-86 interchange could dramatically change
the potential for development opportunities to be pursued.

2.4 Northern Quadrant (Syphon Rd.)
Syphon Road (also intermittently spelled Siphon Road) is a linear two lane surface street
that runs west/east for approximately two miles connected the American Falls Reservoir
access area to the west with Rt. 91 (N. Yellowstone Highway) to the east. It also borders
the northern reaches of the airport-owned property, although again it is punctuated with
various privately owned parcels, single-family homes, and other contributory factors to
the “jigsaw puzzle effect” of the airport land configuration.
There are two or three roads the penetrate airport land to the south including Government
Road and Tighee Lane which are bordered with residential sites, abandoned gravel pit
operations, abandoned water canal operations, junkyards, livestock grazing areas, and
other assorted land uses. While some isolated opportunity sites within the northern
quadrant might be identified upon close evaluation, the proximity to homes, relatively
remote access (from I-86 etc.) and other factors suggest this area is of limited
development potential. Intensified agricultural production, exploitation of mineral rights,
or other use of the land may offer some alternatives that should be further explored in the
context of the master plan.

2.5 Eastern Quadrant (University Road from Syphon Road to the north toward E.
County Road on the South)
This quadrant connects residential and mixed land use configurations to the north and
east, with a more intensive development grid associated with airport (airside and
landside) uses to the south and west. As a border access road, University Road (which
zigzags off of Tighee moving south) is a combination of dirt, gravel and paved surfaces,
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but importantly links with the old military street system comprised of Boeing Road and
other smaller streets. Most importantly it is an eastward boundary of the land area that
offers the most promising development opportunity sites for future airport planning. This
area in turn links with airport operational facilities, hangars, runways and ramp areas.

Section 3: Summary Conclusions
The Pocatello Regional Airport is located within an immediate (proximal) geographical
market sphere that includes a variety of land uses and development types although the
character is primarily agricultural. However, retail/commercial nodes, single-family
home residential neighborhoods, and other uses do exist in various locations surrounding
the airport.
At this writing a definitive inventory of land/property, owned by the airport that could
potentially be developed or re-developed has not yet been compiled. However, existing
land uses, development character, etc. as summarized in this Technical Memorandum,
suggest to the consultant that further market analysis might focus on potentials
represented by business/commercial projects including additional light industrial
development. Two metal fabrication operations are currently (winter 2010) under
construction or planned for the eastern quadrant on airport property.
The Pocatello Regional Airport has the locational advantage of nearby access to a major
interstate highway (I-86). While surrounding development, tribal lands, etc. represent a
substantial “hard edge” constraining future development by the airport, pockets of
undeveloped land on or near the airport may represent key opportunities for new projects
that can benefit from the existing environment, and conversely contribute to the airport
and surrounding environment through economic and fiscal benefits that may accrue from
development and subsequent business operations and associated activity.

Strategy 5
DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #2
Date:

January 31, 2010

To:

Dave Nafie / Mike Becker / RS&H

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Shoshone – Bannock Tribes Economic Development Report

I have reviewed with great interest a report entitled Shoshone – Bannock Tribes Regional
Economic Development and the Pocatello Airport dated April 20, 2010 and supplied to
Strategy 5 by David Allen, Manager of the Pocatello Regional Airport. This Technical
Memorandum conveys a brief summary of the report, our professional observations of
material, and information and recommendations contained therein. This review has been
completed at the request of Mr. Allen, and findings assimilated into the economic and
market analysis process currently being undertaken for the airport Master Plan by
Strategy 5.
The report is constituted of a series of statements, goals and objectives, and specific landuse and development recommendations for property owned by the Pocatello Regional
Airport, but contained within the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, and otherwise viewed
historically by the tribes as sovereign territory. The history of this land dispute is beyond
the scope of this Tech Memo, but is generally well known and documented.
While the report is dated April 2010, it appears to be an iterative document that reflects a
an internal tribal planning process that goes back as far as 1976, with benchmarks
reached in 2001, 2005, and more recently. To quote from the report’s introduction:
“This plan was developed by the Shoshone – Bannock Tribal Planning Department in
response to development opportunities in the area around the Pocatello Airport, as part
of a larger Tribal economic development plan. Its approach is an outgrowth of goals and
strategies developed in the course of the Tribe’s comprehensive planning process.
This document is a development prospectus for a group of sites located on the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation along Interstate Highway 86 and the Union Pacific railroad main
line, centered on the Pocatello Airport. Collectively these sites present unique
opportunities for transport-related and transport-dependant industries and services. This
is an area which should have developed, but for various reasons did not.
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We in the Shoshone – Bannock Tribal Planning Department believe that high-value;
high-quality development is possible at this site. In the following pages we hope to
outline some of the advantages the Tribes could bring to a regional effort to realize these
sites’ development potential.”
The development potential cited by the Tribes, and conceptualized in some detail with
maps, plans and drawings, could be summed up as expanding the Pocatello Regional
Airport significantly as an airfreight hub. This proposed focal use appears supported by
some fairly solid economic / market logic although Strategy 5 has not independently
verified or corroborated the statistics and data used to support the airfreight
recommendations.
The land that the Tribes are proposing to utilize for development of the airfreight /
transport buildings and infrastructure are basically comprised of the area described in
Strategy 5 Technical Memorandum 1 – Western Quadrant. Please see that interim report
for additional detail. The Tribes’ physical plan suggests as much as 2 million square feet
of freight-handling and aircraft maintenance buildings, service roads and other
infrastructure. The conceptual site plan included in the report is fairly detailed in its
placement of buildings, logic expressed in moving airplanes, trains, trucks, etc., linkages
to highways and surface roads surrounding the airport and so forth.
Additional but related development is proposed for the former FMC brownfields site on
the southern side of the I-86 corridor. The report is less specific about potential here,
citing a variety of environmental constraints and other considerations. Still, the basic
logic of linking these areas to an airfreight/transport development strategy is made fairly
clearly, albeit in summary form.
The report also contains development recommendations for the “Airport North Site”
(Strategy 5 Technical Memorandum 1 – Northern Quadrant) and the Airport East Site
(Tech Memo 1 – Eastern Quadrant). Recommendations for these areas of Airport
property are less specific and are framed basically as brief SWOT analyses.
The report suggests a related development strategy that would utilize the Tribes’
sovereign rights to create a Foreign Trade Zone on the land described above, and for the
uses suggested. The plan map includes an area of about 1,300 acres to be included in a
FTZ. The framework for the necessary inter-governmental action, formation of a “Port
Authority”, roles for the Tribes, City of Pocatello and Pocatello Airport etc. is set forth in
the report, but Strategy 5 has not evaluated the feasibility, practicality, suitability or other
criteria associated with this aspect of the proposal.
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The report concludes with a Memorandum of Agreement in Principle between the
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes and the City of Pocatello that sets for a Preamble, description
of Parties, Guiding Principles, Ground Rules, Implementation Process and
Responsibilities, Resolution of Disputes, Sovereignty and Disclaimers, and Duration and
Termination Language. The MOA essentially suggests a joint venture between the Tribes
and the City to form the “port Authority, create the FTZ, develop and operate the
airfreight/transport elements of the airport expansion, etc.
At this writing Strategy 5 has no information as to whether and/or how this report has
been reviewed or received by Airport or City officials. Accordingly, we have had no
contact or discussion with the Tribes concerning the report and proposals set forth
therein. Our purpose has been to provide an independent review of the material as
requested, and be prepared for further discussion if warranted as the Master Plan process
continues.
Our summary finding which represents the professional opinion of Strategy 5 solely is
that the concepts presented in the report (particularly land use and the market/economic
logic used to support them) warrant further analysis and should not be dismissed. The
political / procedural complexities associated with forming a new Authority, creation of
the FTZ, etc. may be impractical and/or beyond the scope of the Master Plan and the
internal responsibilities of the RS&H team, Pocatello Regional Airport administration,
etc. However, we suggest that as the team prepares to engage the Tribes in the planning
discussion, we accordingly be prepared to understand the merits, opportunities,
constraints and issues associated with the document that is the subject of this review.

Strategy 5
DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #3
Date:

February 7, 2011

To:

Dave Nafie / Mike Becker / RS&H / David Allen

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Master Plan for Non-Aviation Property – Pocatello Airport (2004)

I have reviewed the report entitled Master Plan for Non Aviation Property - Pocatello
Airport, prepared by the Mitchell Nelson Group LLC of Portland Oregon in 2004
supplied to Strategy 5 by David Allen, Manager of the Pocatello Regional Airport. This
Technical Memorandum conveys a brief summary of the report, our professional
observations of material, information and recommendations contained therein. This
review has been completed at the request of Mr. Allen, and findings assimilated into the
economic and market analysis process currently being undertaken for the airport Master
Plan by Strategy 5.
The Plan is constituted of a fairly comprehensive series of chapters including:












Executive Summary
Plan Concept and Components
Market Feasibility
Target Industrial and Commercial Markets
Master Plan
Marketing and Management Strategies
Master Development Agreement
Ground Lease Agreement
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
Existing Conditions
Plant Information

In essence, this Master Plan suggests a public/private partnership between a designated
developer, the City of Pocatello, the Pocatello Airport and the Bannock Development
Corporation for development and operation of an Airport Industrial Park. The Park was
expected to attract warehousing and distribution businesses, technology based light
industries, a geo-science cluster of business, general light industrial uses, office uses,
hotel and commercial services, Airport related incubator, Idaho State University lease,
etc. A certain market/economic logic was developed to support these recommended uses,
although Strategy 5 has not independently verified or evaluated in detail the report’s
assumptions.
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The physical plan suggested development within the southern and eastern quadrant areas
of non-aviation property (see Strategy 5 Technical Memorandum 1) with total land
absorption over time projected at approximately 360 – 500 acres, but not the eastern or
northern quadrants that have received attention in other planning initiatives. The Master
Plan goes into land planning, street layout and other physical design recommendations in
some detail.
In our professional opinion the Master Plan for Non-Aviation Property at the Pocatello
Airport made a series reasonable and logical development recommendations (although
covering such a wide array of possibilities as to be less useful as a specific development
tool), articulated land-use and other recommendations related to aesthetic considerations,
creation of street and other infrastructure connections related to supporting the suggested
businesses uses, etc.
Our criticism, such as it is, lies in the layers of new organizations and entities to be
formed, and the unnecessarily complex (in our opinion) set of governing documents,
rules, regulations, restrictions, etc. (e.g. the Master Development Agreement of 60 pages;
the Ground Lease Agreement of 60 pages; and, the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions
and Restrictions at 50 pages) that each had potentially far-reaching implications for the
partnership that was recommended be formed.
Of particular professional curiosity was the recommendation for a completely new nonprofit 501-C3 entity to be formed that would be the management and marketing
organization that would oversee the ground leases, development of projects, etc. We do
not know if this was a recommendation of the consulting/planning team, or a condition
imposed on them by the developer involved at the time, the City of Pocatello, the Airport,
Bannock Development Corporation, or some combination thereof. There may have been
solid underlying reasons of which we are unaware at this time.
Similarly, in the vein of added complexity, the Master Plan recommends formation of an
Airport Overlay District that would contain a number of planning and development
restrictions; and, formation of a Development Review Committee that would have
approval rights on design, materials, and other elelemts of future projects. There are a
number of other layers of control, oversight and management referenced in the Master
Plan. These are too extensive for the scope of this Summary Technical Memorandum but
Strategy 5 LLC and the team would welcome further discussion about specifics if
elements of the Plan are of continuing interest to the Airport, City, etc.
At this writing Strategy 5 has no current information as to whether and/or how this report
has been reviewed or received by Airport or City officials. Anecdotally, it is understood
the development agreement did not move forward. We have had no contact or discussion
with the Mitchell Nelson Group, private development group involved at the time, or
others concerning the report and proposals set forth therein. Our purpose has been to
provide an independent review of the material as requested, and be prepared for further
discussion if warranted as the RS&H Master Plan process continues.

Strategy 5
DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #4
Date:

June 9, 2011

To:

Mike Becker / Dave Nafie / RS&H / David Allen

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Sector-Based Market Scan (Task 9.2.3)

Section 1: Introduction and Methodology
This market scan is comprised of a combination of “top down” and “bottom up” analysis.
Top down analysis primarily involves the use of demographic information to determine
demand. Bottom up analysis is geared toward understanding real estate dynamics (e.g.
location, access, orientation to demand drivers, planned projects, etc.) as they affect the
market. In this case, Strategy 5 places greater emphasis on the “bottom up” approach
which accounts for the influence of dynamics such as the presence of Idaho State
University, global trends in renewable energy, and other factors that are germane to the
discussion of development potential at the Pocatello Regional Airport.
In addition, Strategy 5 has evaluated the market from the standpoint of the “supply pull”
and “demand push” market dynamics. Based on the overall analysis, the focus is on
identifying “supply pull” opportunities that may involve attracting businesses or
companies from other markets based on the Airport’s ability to provide a unique or
favorable development environment. “Demand push” opportunities involving unsatisfied
demand for particular types of commercial, industrial or other space in Pocatello are also
evaluated. Economic gardening and the concept of growing from within are also
important elements to be understood in conjunction with identification of development
opportunities for the Airport.
Data and information used in this Technical Memorandum are derived from several
primary and secondary sources further described herein. Sources included the U.S.
Census Bureau, Idaho Department of Commerce, City of Pocatello, Power County,
Bannock County, the Pocatello Regional Airport, Idaho State University, Smith Travel
Research Global, Internet websites, and input from a variety of stakeholders gained
through one-on-one interviews, and in team meetings and workshops. The observations,
findings and recommendations contained herein represent the professional opinion of
Strategy 5 LLC.
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Section 2: Demographic and Economic Overview
2.1 Introduction
The Pocatello Regional Airport occupies a unique position within the demographic and
economic environment of the region, particularly as it relates to land-side development
potential. While typical businesses rely on local or sub-regional population and
associated expenditure potential; demand for goods and services; and, are impacted by
trends in employment, educational attainment and other benchmarks of traditional
demographic tracking and analysis, the Airport’s context is quite different.
The discussion set forth in this report does not attempt to quantify or qualify demand for
passenger plane tickets, passenger usage of the facility, or other measurements treated
elsewhere in the Master Plan. Rather, it is intended to illustrate the general economic
environment in which the Airport operates, which in turn help to establish the economic
logic for observations, finding and recommendations that are further set forth in this
Technical Memorandum, and in future Technical Memoranda that will be generated
under the Strategy 5 LLC scope of work and the oversight of RS&H in the Master Plan
process.
Development potential on airport land is more likely to be influenced by macro-trends in
the national or even international economies, evolving trends in science and technology,
individual decisions by developers, institutions and other entities, and other elements that
are not necessarily strongly connected to the local or regional population/demographic
base. The great exception to this is the presence of Idaho State University, whose
interplay in the economy and potential in future development on landside property at the
Airport is covered in Section 5. Also of importance is the location of the Airport near
railroads and interstate highways, and its primary role as a conduit for airline passengers
and air cargo traffic.
2.2 Demographic and Economic Summary Points
The Pocatello Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) as defined by the U.S. Census
Bureau, is an area consisting of two counties in eastern Idaho (Power and Bannock),
anchored by the City of Pocatello.


The population of the Pocatello MSA is approximately 91,000 as of 2011 and is
projected to grow at a rate of less than 1% (.79%) per annum over the next
decade.



This population comprises about 30,000 households, and 22,000 families residing
within the MSA.
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The racial makeup of the MSA is about 90% Caucasian, 5% Hispanic, 3% Native
American, and 1% from two or more races. About 0.75% of the population is
African American. About 0.15% of the population is Pacific Islander.



The median income for a household in the MSA is about $35,000, and the median
income for a family is about $40,100. Males have a median income of about
$33,000 versus about $22,400 for females. The per capita income for the MSA is
about $18,000.

2.3 Primary Business Sectors
There are a variety of business sectors comprising the local (MSA) economy. Measured
by gross sales, manufacturing is the largest sector, with sales of $868 million annually.
The retail sector follows with sales of $840 million. The following table gives a
comparison of sectors that give context to the future development potential at the
Pocatello Regional Airport.

Sector

Businesses

Manufacturing
Retail
Wholesale
Healthcare
Lodging &Food
Environ /waste mg
Transp. / Warehousing.
Service industry
Real Estate
Recreation / Entertain
Education Services
Finance / Insurance
Information
Scientific / Technical
Management
Mining
Construction
Agriculture
Other

79
381
94
221
184
91
66
159
76
41
11
150
47
144
X
X
X
X
X

Sales
($1,000)
868,671
840,593
346,431
230,607
93,505
72,265
63,488
51,273
39,752
7,722
6,884
N
N
D
X
X
X
X
X

Paid
Employees
3,366
4,696
879
2,990
2,988
2,068
665
714
340
309
93
1,613
685
D
X
X
X
X
X

Payroll
($1,000)
152,007
85,451
25,103
87,548
25,543
36,537
17,771
14,282
5,507
2,252
1,773
5,3273
19,481
1,500
X
X
X
X
X

Source: 2007 Economic Census; U.S. Census Bureau; Strategy 5 LLC
Key: D = Withheld to avoid disclosing data of individual companies; N = Not Available;
Q = Receipts not collected at this level of detail; X = Not published for metro areas.
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Section 3: Traditional Market Sectors
3.1 Introduction
The discussion of development potential on landside property owned by the Airport/City
necessarily includes an assessment of traditional market sectors that ordinarily contribute
to development and operation of new businesses in any locale; and, emerging market
sectors that offer promise. In this sub-section a summary discussion of such sectors that
could apply to the Pocatello Airport is set forth. Within the context of the market scan, no
attempt has been made to quantify supportable square footage or exact type of use. If the
decision is made to further treat potential market sectors within the formulation of
Conceptual Building Programs and Financial Feasibility Analysis under the Strategy 5
scope of work, such additional analysis will be undertaken.

3.2 Warehousing and Distribution
Historically, warehousing and distribution have been integral elements of Pocatello’s
economic base. Railroad shipping defined the City’s early character, including it’s linear
configuration, and the advent of the Interstate highway system further enhanced the
City’s strength as a distribution center. Warehousing and distribution continue to be
important elements of Pocatello’s economy, and in fact this sector is featured in the
Pocatello Warehouse Historic District.
The Warehouse District is situated in the industrial core of Pocatello along the Oregon
Short Line railroad tracks between Halliday and Sutter Streets, on South First and South
Second Avenue. The warehouse district was developed in this area with wide streets and
mid-block alleys to provide easy access to freight cars for loading and unloading
consumer products. The warehouse buildings were designed to accommodate the
manufacturing, dispersing, and storing of various products. The Warehouse Historic
District appears much as it did when it was developed c. 1905-1946 and retains a high
degree of historic integrity.
There are currently about 30 properties in the Pocatello Warehouse District including, but
not limited to:






Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.
E. Kahn and Company
Armour Creameries
Challenge Cream and Butter Company
Union Pacific Railroad Warehouse
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Crane Company Building
Garrett Freight Lines
Continental Oil Company
Transfer Warehouse and Furniture Company
Continental Fuel
Mutual Creamery Company
ZCMI Company
Wescott Oil Company
Rush Feed and Seed
National Biscuit Company
Idaho Packing Company
Gem State Oil
Bannock County Highway Shop
U.S Agriculture Building

There will be continuing change in the mix of warehousing and distribution companies
accommodated in the Pocatello Warehouse District and elsewhere in the City over time –
particularly the horizon suggested by the Master Plan (20 years). The purpose for
including the current list in this report is to illustrate the type of businesses (primarily
agricultural and energy related) that call Pocatello home. This in turn suggests some of
the sub-markets that could be targeted for development potential at the Pocatello
Regional Airport should warehousing and distribution be chosen as a market segment to
be explored as part of the landside development strategy. In addition, specialized
warehousing such as cold storage, storage of volatile or sensitive materials, etc. may
represent a niche market that the airport could pursue.
Given the amount of land that the Airport/City has to work with (+- 3,000 acres), space is
generally not a constraint on development potential. Therefore, the market for
warehousing and distribution can be penetrated and pursued almost without limit in terms
of land availability. However, the warehousing market and distribution markets are
closely linked, and therefore subject to many of the same threats and opportunities.
Several other studies, reports and development plans for the Pocatello Airport have
focused on the market potential for a distribution center (see Technical Memorandum 2
and Technical Memorandum 3) based on broad economic/market analysis and the reality
that the facility provides a linkage between air, rail, and truck routes. A case can be made
for the market potential associated with distribution, but Strategy 5’s assessment indicates
that shifting economic factors in the air freight/distribution industry may temper the
possible policy decision by the Airport/City to aggressively pursue this use of its land.
These factors include, but are not limited to:
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Similar development strategies are being implemented in Boise and elsewhere in
Idaho which will have the effect of increasing competition



The reality that Salt Lake City International Airport provides a more
comprehensive and advanced distribution link, and may in fact pursue expansion
of this business element in the future



Volatility of fuel costs that will likely affect shipping and distribution into the
foreseeable future, the impact of which on the potential for the Pocatello Airport
to participate in this industry is unclear at this time – although its distance from
major consumer markets probably makes it more sensitive/susceptible to
economic contractions caused by price increases



The geographical disconnect from sea-borne freight distribution centers will be a
limiting factor

On the other hand, installation of a trans-loader to facilitate movement of material from
an air cargo center, to rail and truck distribution systems could induce greater use of the
airport for this purpose, and possibly induce distributor-type businesses to locate at the
airport. Such public investment (ostensibly) could yield dividends in the form of private
sector investment in additional infrastructure, buildings, jobs, etc. If the distribution
market is considered a candidate for pursuit by the Airport and the City of Pocatello,
additional, more detailed analysis of this sector may be warranted.

3.3 Manufacturing / Light Industrial
This market has already presented itself on Airport property in the form of a metal
fabrication company that is leasing land and has constructed a significant facility in
which it manufactures parts and equipment for heavy industrial use, military and
commercial vehicles, and other specialized products.
Pocatello has a history associated with a manufacturing base, and Airport/City property
can provide an attractive location for future development. This attractiveness is based in
part on the “bottom up” view to market potential which includes access/proximity to I-86
and I-15, the rail link, the air link, etc; available land at reasonable lease rates; space to
grow; relative proximity to downtown Pocatello and the infrastructure located there, etc.
Manufacturing and light industrial development/market opportunities span a wide array
of products, target sub-markets, space requirements, and other criteria. New projects
associated with the Pocatello Regional Airport Master Plan may best be represented in a
discussion of Advanced Manufacturing as follows in Section 3.31.
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3.31 Advanced Manufacturing
There is no single comprehensive definition of Advanced Manufacturing (AM), although
there are strong trends in how the phrase is used. In the context of landside development
at the Pocatello Regional Airport, AM is already present in the body of metals
manufacturing and other businesses/companies leasing land. One of the most widely
accepted definitions of AM involves the use of technology to improve products and/or
processes, with the relevant technology being described as “advanced” “innovative” or
“cutting edge,” A common theme relates to the integration of new, innovative
technologies in both products and processes. A survey by the U.S. government regarding
the definition of AM states: “A concise definition of advanced manufacturing offered by
some is manufacturing that entails rapid transfer of science and technology into
manufacturing products and processes.” The common theme is evident.
Manufactured products that seem to fit the AM definition include:







Products with high levels of design
Technologically complex products
Innovative products
Reliable, affordable and available products
Newer, better, more exciting products
Products that solve one or more of society’s problems

Manufacturing processes described in conjunction with AM include:












Computer technologies
High-performance computing
High precision technologies
Information technologies
Advanced robotics
Automation
Control systems to monitor processes
Sustainable and green processes
New industrial platform technologies (e.g. composite materials)
Ability to custom manufacture
Ability to manufacture high or low volume

Business management methodologies associated with AM include:





Quality control
Lean production
Supply chain integration
Advanced planning and scheduling
7
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Pocatello has attracted such manufactures as ON Semiconductor and Nordic Windpower
that are good examples of Advanced Manufacturing as discussed in the following subsection, and relate to development trends and strategic partnership opportunities and
recommendations presented elsewhere in the report. In particular, these companies, along
with other Advanced Manufacturing companies like those associated with Sunergy
World, a producer/operator of solar farms, could play an integral role in future
development opportunities for the Pocatello Regional Airport.

Three examples of Advanced Manufacturing companies, or connected business types, are
summarized below:


ON Semiconductor is a “premier supplier of high performance, energy efficient
silicon solutions for green electronics.” The company’s broad portfolio of power
and signal management, logic, discrete and custom devices helps customers solve
design challenges in automotive, communications, computing, consumer,
industrial, LED lighting, medical, military, aerospace and power applications.



Nordic Windpower is a technology developer and manufacturer of innovative,
two-bladed 1MW wind turbines sited for community wind, on-site generation,
and small wind farm development. Since acquiring the technology and receiving
its first major funding in 2007, the company has invested more than $36 million
in technology improvements for increased efficiency, reliability and safety., as
well as supply chain and market development initiatives. The company is U.S.
based, with headquarters in Berkley, California, manufacturing in Pocatello, and
engineering design in Bristol, UK.



Sunergy World is a renewable energy professional services firm, linked to key
solar energy component manufacturers, that guides private and public entities
through planning, development, construction and management for solar, wind,
and biomass projects.

3.5 Consumer-based Sectors
While there is a presumption that landside property at the Airport will most likely host
manufacturing, light industrial, and perhaps facilities or projects that feature emerging
technologies and markets (see following sections of this Technical Memorandum) based
on land-use character and other factors, some consumer-driven development
opportunities may also present themselves at some point in the future.
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3.51 Retail – The only retail operation currently operated on Airport property is the Jet
Stop convenience store and gas station located just south of I-86 at the nexus with a road
that serves as the main entrance to the Airport.
Greater Pocatello contains a plethora of similar retail sores, as do locations at off ramps
and intersections with the Interstate connections that define the transportation corridors in
the area. While a full retail market analysis is beyond the scope of this report, it appears
that the Pocatello area is “over retailed” as of 2011 based on observations of
underperforming malls and shopping centers, anecdotal information gathered by Strategy
5, and the underlying demographic reality that the area has a relatively low per capita
income and median household income, and a relatively high percentage of families living
below the poverty level (See Master Demographic Table).
Using the “bottom up” approach to viewing the market (i.e. location, access, orientation
to other development) Strategy 5 suggests that if a new entrance to the Pocatello Airport
is introduced off of Big Sky Rd. (aka. Truckerville Rd.) Near the I-86 off ramp at Abron
Valley Rd. west of the airport, the location may lend itself to supporting a retail hub.

3.52 Hospitality and Lodging
The Pocatello lodging market is defined primarily by a cluster of 10 flag properties
located within about a 5 mile radius of the Pocatello Regional Airport. These hotels are
generally oriented to the transient market, attracting the travelling public from Interstate
86 and Interstate 15 and report occupancy and rate information to industry data providers.
Secondarily, there are numerous small independent hotels and motels throughout the City
of Pocatello, Chubbuck, and other proximate locales. In the aggregate there are
approximately 1,337 rooms constituting the supply, or in terms of available room nights
to be sold, there are about 488,000 such units on the market.
Property

Rooms

Rodeway Inn
Hampton Inn Suites
Towne Place Suites
Red Lion Hotel
Comfort Inn
Super 8 Motel
Clarion Inn
Best Western
Ramada Inn
Motel 6
Other (non-reporting)

54
89
93
150
52
80
196
149
116
108
250

Total

1,337
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Available room nights

488,005

Average Occupancy

62%

Average Daily Rate

$72.00

RevPAR

$44.64

Taken as a whole, the local Pocatello hotel industry is performing marginally. While
some individual properties are performing better than the averages suggest, others are
performing below these levels. Factors affecting the local industry include the economic
recession currently (2008 – 2011) impacting both business and leisure travel; the
presence of numerous aging properties that command only low rates; and the overall
supply of rooms which is fairly high, thus diluting the demand which is present. Within
this context, occupancy is further affected by seasonality issues, and rates are driven
down by the competitive supply and related factors. The current revenue per available
room (RevPAR) of $44.64 is well below the industry standard that would suggest that
introduction of additional rooms to the market is warranted.

The Clarion Inn is the largest hotel property in Pocatello with 196 rooms
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Opportunities for attracting a new hotel (and possibly conference space) in conjunction
with future development around the Pocatello Regional Airport is best understood as a
contingency of success in other sectors as described in subsequent sections of this report.

Section 4: Economic Development Principles Discussion
4.1 Introduction
As the U.S. economy continues to evolve from a post-industrial base, into a technology
and service-based one, so are evolving traditional economic development practices. As
related to landside development opportunities and recommendations for the Pocatello
Regional Airport Master Plan, a quick review of economic development principles that
may apply, particularly as related to potential strategic partnerships with Idaho State
University and technology-based companies, may be useful.
The Pocatello Regional Airport is, by virtue of its location amidst a growing core of
university, government, and high-technology manufacturing facilities; and, it role as a
logical crossroads for application of aeronautical, aerospace, transportation, computer and
information technologies, a potential benefactor/cultivator of some of the recent
economic development theories and approaches as summarized below.
These principles, which have gained popularity and credence over the last 20 years are
primarily associated with: Economic Gardening; The Knowledge Economy; and, the
Creative Class. Traditional approaches to economic development are also important. The
following introduction to these theories is brief, but intended to place into context the
discussion that follows pertaining to the institutions, agencies, programs, etc. that may
represent significant opportunities for partnerships and development opportunities that
the airport may choose to pursue landside as part of the Master Plan.

4.2 Economic Gardening
Economic Gardening is an alternative to traditional economic development strategies, in
that it focuses on entrepreneurial alternatives and “growing from within” opportunities.
This approach is closely linked to economic development philosophies associated with
the “Knowledge Economy” and the “Creative Class” which are summarized in the
discussion below. Economic Gardening and these related approaches to economic
development are, in turn, related to the interaction between institutions of higher learning
(universities, colleges, research facilities, etc.) and the entrepreneurial / business
environment. This linkage has potentially important implications for development of
landside property at the Pocatello Regional Airport, especially in the context of
partnerships with Idaho State University and its various departments.
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The Economic Gardening approach was created (and the term coined) in Littleton,
Colorado in 1987 in response to massive corporate layoffs, and uses high-end corporate
level tools and cutting edge scientific concepts to help entrepreneurial growth companies
identify markets, monitor competitors, track industry trends, locate customer clusters on
maps, and use search engine optimization (SEO), social media, etc. for marketing and
specialized research. The model has been picked up by an increasing number of
communities including several in Wyoming, Oregon and Florida. The concept is gaining
acceptance and momentum in Virginia and the Mid-Atlantic region as well. The Research
Triangle in North Carolina (Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill) is a well documented
example of how this principle is manifested,
The link between Economic Gardening and the Pocatello Regional Airport Master Plan
update is associated with providing landside development opportunity sites to the
institutions, organizations and private companies summarized in various sections of this
report. This linkage is based on the fact that there are entrepreneurial ventures, research
and development, and technology companies emanating from these sources, and the
airport area may provide an especially ambient environment for companies pursuing
aerospace, aeronautic, or related business enterprises.

4.3 The Knowledge Economy
The Knowledge Economy is a term that refers either to an “economy of knowledge”
focused on the production and management of knowledge in the framework of economic
constraints (e.g. land availability, workforce availability, financing availability, etc.) or to
a “knowledge-based economy” which refers to the use of knowledge technologies to
produce economic benefits including capital investment, job creation, etc. The phrase was
coined by economist Peter Drucker in his book The Age of Discontinuity and also to
economist Fritz Machlup. According to these economists’ theories, the essential
difference is that a knowledge economy is a product, while a knowledge-based economy is
a tool. Both theories/approaches are highly interdisciplinary and involve economists,
computer scientists, engineers, mathematicians, chemists and physicists, and others.
Another definition of this economic theory is: It is a concept that supports creation of
knowledge by organizational employees and helps and encourages them to transfer and
better utilize their knowledge that is in line with company/organizational goals.
The link to the Pocatello Regional Airport development opportunity potential is that
Pocatello and the surrounding area is an emerging incubator of the Knowledge Economy,
and it may manifest itself in projects, programs and partnerships with the Airport, if the
facility and its’ management chooses to cultivate these relationships. As with Economic
Gardening, the Knowledge Economy is being fostered within the institutions, companies
and organizations summarized in sub-sections of this report. It is a product (Knowledge
Economy) and a tool (Knowledge-Based Economy) that the Airport can exploit to its
advantage if its landside development policies are crafted accordingly.
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4.3 The Creative Class
The Creative Class is a socioeconomic class that economist Richard Florida identified as
a key driving force for economic development of post-industrial cities in the U.S. In
various books Florida describes the Creative Class as comprising 30% of the U.S.
workforce – more than 40 million people – and separates the class into two broad
sections: A Super-Creative Core that includes a wide variety of occupations and fields
such as science, engineering, computer programming, research and education. According
to Florida their primary job function is to innovate, create commercial and consumer
goods, to problem solve, and to identify problems. The other class are Creative
Professionals. These professionals are workers that include healthcare, business, finance,
the legal sector, etc.
While Florida concluded that the Creative Class will be the leading force in growth of the
economy, and is expected to grow by over 10 million jobs in the next decade, his theories
have sparked much debate and discussion. Still, the general concept or philosophy has
context for the Pocatello Regional Airport, in that skilled knowledge-based workers (note
overlap in economic philosophies) represent a resource that can lead to synergistic
development opportunities on airport land, or nearby, that can enhance the financial /
economic base for the facility. Again, it is the strong mix of academic, research, and
government institutions and organizations summarized in this report that provide the realtime foundation for these assertions.

4.4 Traditional Economic Development / Business Recruitment and Retention
Traditional economic development can probably best described as a combination of
“outside-in” recruitment, and support for existing businesses provided by the public
sector. The “outside-in” approach involves capturing businesses beyond the subject
market area. For example, in Pocatello this approach might mean recruiting a business
that is presently located in Seattle, Atlanta, Boise, etc. and/or recruiting such business to
locate an expansion in Pocatello.
Bannock and Power Counties, and the City of Pocatello have traditional economic
development policies and practices in place. By all accounts these and other related
entities (e.g. Chamber of Commerce) have been, and continue to be, successful.
Economic development departments/agencies have at their disposal a number of tools
including but not limited to: tax and job-creation incentives, data bases that provide
market information, use of tax increment financing, use of tax-exempt bond financing,
revolving loan funds, grant programs, etc.
Traditional economic development has not ignored the “inside-out” development and
recruitment approach suggested by the other principles summarized above. The idea of
fostering local companies and businesses to grow, and then working to accommodate
them in large and/or better locations has always been important.
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Economic development is not an either-or proposition, rather it needs to employ any and
every means to meet the goals and objectives in a given location or situation.
With regard to the Pocatello Regional Airport, economic development associated with
utilization of the landside property it controls needs to acknowledge both traditional
techniques, and the opportunities suggested by the principles summarized above. It is the
professional opinion of Strategy 5 LLC that the Airport can successfully develop its
property if an inclusive, comprehensive and creative approach to economic development
is implemented. This may mean pursuit/penetration of a combination of traditional
market sectors as summarized in Section 3, and emerging markets as summarized in
Section 5.

Section 5: Emerging Market Opportunities / Strategic Partnerships
5.1 Introduction
In addition to the “traditional” market sectors discussed previously, there are also
emerging market opportunities that may be cultivated through the development or
furtherance of strategic partnerships between the Pocatello Regional Airport, Idaho State
University (and its departments and relationships with government), Advanced
Manufacturing companies, and other participants in the economic development strategy
that will be part of the Master Plan. The strategic partnerships relate to the economic
development principles summarized above.

5.2 Idaho State University
Idaho State University is a public university operated by the state of Idaho. Its main
campus is in Pocatello with satellite programs in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho Falls, Boise, and
Twin Falls. ISU offers more than 280 academic programs (219 degree programs). These
programs host approximately 13,000 - 16,000 students that are taught by about 1,000
academic staff, and supported by about 1,300 administrative staff. ISU has seen its
enrollment increase by 30 percent over the last ten years.
ISU was founded in 1901 as the Academy of Idaho and received university status in
1927. Its early emphasis was on technological education, which is a continuing and
important mission in the 21st century. It is also an emphasis that has positive implications
for development partnerships with the Pocatello Regional Airport. ISU is classed as a
Doctoral Research University – Intensive, by the Carnegie Institute. It is accredited by
the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities.
\
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ISU’s 7 colleges include: The College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Business, the
College of Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Health Professionals,
the College of Pharmacy, and the College of Technology. Depending on the level of
interest from the Airport and ISU in fostering strategic partnerships that will benefit both
parties, each of the 7 colleges might find opportunities for expansion and inclusion in
future development with the Airport. The College of Technology and the Department of
Physics at ISU both already have an important presence at the Airport. Please see
following Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.
The College of Technology is vocationally oriented, although the emphasis on hightechnology is increasingly prevalent, and has important implications for partnering with
the Airport. The College offers such programs as aircraft maintenance (see Section 5.3)
cosmetology, culinary arts, telecommunications, graphic arts, electronics, health studies,
paralegal studies, nursing, and welding. Most programs offer certificates or associate
degrees.
5.3 ISU College of Technology Air Maintenance Program
Within the College of Technology the Aircraft Maintenance Program is of the greatest
salience to the Pocatello Regional Airport where it maintains a hangar/workshop and
classroom facility. According to ISU officials the field of aircraft maintenance has a
significant, largely unfulfilled demand for qualified individuals that can service
commercial, private, and military aircraft. Aircraft technicians (such as complete the ISU
Aircraft Maintenance Program) perform many types of maintenance on airplanes,
helicopters, gliders and dirigibles or balloons. Such professionals inspect, maintain and
repair airframes, engines, and the intricate systems and components of various makes and
models of aircraft. Qualified technicians may overhaul and alter aircraft in accordance
with FAA guidelines and regulations.
Mechanics/technicians inspect the power plants, landing gear, instruments, controls,
structural soundness etc. and perform necessary repairs and adjustments based on regular
service scheduling. ISU Aircraft Maintenance Program students are taught to disassemble
engines and check for wear or other potential problems using sophisticated measurement
and diagnostic equipment. They are trained to follow through with the repair and/or
replacement of worn or defective parts. They may also repair or replace aircraft fabric,
sheet metal, and composite material surfaces. All of their work is performed according to
detailed Federal or Manufacturer’s specifications, and documented as part of the
aircraft’s permanent maintenance record.
ISU’s College of Technology and the Aircraft Maintenance Program offer the following
certifications and associate degree entitlements: Technical Certificate Airframe;
Advanced Technical Certificate Powerplant (includes airframe); and, Associate of
Applied Science Degree – Airframe and Powerplant.
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Career opportunities that present themselves to ISU program graduates (which in turn
may have market linkages for the Pocatello Regional Airport) include employment with
national and regional airlines; airports, flying fields and aircraft services; aerospace
product and parts manufacturers; federal agencies, charter airlines, and other aeronauticsrelated businesses and industries.

5.4 Aerospace Corporate Partnership / Sponsorship Discussion
Given the ongoing demand for qualified Aircraft Maintenance Technicians, the ISU
College of Technology and Pocatello Regional Airport may position themselves to create
strategic partnerships with companies/organizations such as those summarized below.
Continuing funding for maintenance, provision of covered storage areas, improved
computer technology, etc. might be supported through this means.


Boeing – Boeing is the world’s largest aerospace company and leading
manufacturer of commercial jetliners and defense, space and security systems.
The company supports airlines and U.S. and allied government customers in more
than 90 countries. Boeing products include commercial and military aircraft,
satellites, weapons, electronic and defense systems, launch systems, advanced
communication systems, and performance-based logistics and training. Boeing
has an extensive community support program and offers grants to educational and
other non-profit organizations. Boeing would be a logical candidate for support
grants and other partnering opportunities with the Pocatello Regional Airport, and
specifically the ISU College of Technology and the Aircraft Maintenance
Program.



Northrop / Grumman – Northrop Grumman is a leading global security
company providing innovative systems, products and solutions in aerospace,
electronics, information systems, and technical services to government and
commercial customers worldwide. The company has four primary business
sectors: Aerospace Systems – A premier provider of manned and unmanned
aircraft, space systems, missile systems and advanced technologies critical to the
nations security; Electronic Systems - - A leader in airborne radar, navigation,
precision weapons, airspace management, marine and naval systems,
communications, biodefense, and government systems; Information Systems – A
global provider of advanced information solutions for defense, intelligence, civil
agencies and commercial customers; and, Technical Services – A premier
supplier of life cycle solutions and long-term technical services for customers
globally.
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Lockheed Martin – This historic aviation-based company employs more than
70,000 engineers and scientists creating innovative solutions for the global
security challenges of today and tomorrow. Throughout its history innovation has
been key to the success of the company. Today, technology development,
engineering and innovation are instrumental to it’s Aerospace and Defense core
markets, as well as emerging markets such as Cyber security, Healthcare, and
Energy and Climate Change. Lockheed Martin engineers oversee more than 4,000
programs at 600 locations in all 50 states and in 75 countries.



Other Opportunities – There are more than 6,000 aerospace companies located
in the United States.

5.5 ISU – Idaho Accelerator Center (IAC)
The Idaho Accelerator Center (IAC) is an important and unique research facility operated
by ISU. The Center has three labs: one located on the University campus; one located in
the University’s Business and Research Park; and; significantly for the master plan – one
at the Pocatello Regional Airport. Collectively these facilities provide opportunities for
scientists and engineers from the University, national and internationally-based
laboratories, and the private sector to access and utilize specialized nuclear facilities. The
IAC serves as an important link to research and development in nuclear applications for
materials, biology, homeland security and national defense.
The IAC’s stated mission is: “To become a national research and development entity of
world-class technology capability, based principally on the application of radiation
science and off-the-shelf accelerator technology. IAC’s principal aims are to gain new
knowledge; to train the scientists and engineers who can apply the new knowledge to a
diverse set of complex, real-world problems; and, to speed the transfer of research to
stakeholder communities.” To the current and future benefit of the Pocatello Regional
Airport, ISU and the IAC have chosen to place one of its key facilities on Airport
property.
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The ISU Idaho Accelerator Center (IAC) Airport facility tests cargo screening technology

The IAC - Airport has the ability to host large-scale experiments that relate to security
and defense initiatives and objectives. The IAC- Airport has the capacity for open land
field testing (15 acres), high-bay indoor space (20,000 square feet) , office space, and
real-world testing of cargo scanning and other important technical assignments. The
facility has been used as a testing location for developing detection equipment, and
features partnerships with several public, private and institutional entities. As the
Pocatello Regional Airport master planning process, and its implementation continue, so
to will the activity of ISU and the IAC in their partnering and development process.
Exemplary of the partnerships currently in place are the following:
 Pocatello Regional Airport – Land lease – ISU is a de facto partner with the
Pocatello Regional Airport as it leases land on which the IAC Airport Accelerator
facility is located. The nature of research conducted at this facility has a context
with air freight, cargo containers, explosives detection, and other elements
associated with airports and similar transportation/shipping hubs.
 U. S. Department of Defense – Funding – the DoD is funding a major IAC
program in chemical/biological weapons defeat involving high-dose rate
radiological studies in a number of micro-organisms.
 U.S. Department of Energy – Funding and Equipment – The DoE provides one
of the major accelerators. The agency also provides significant funding for other
IAC programs.
 Idaho National Laboratory – Technical Staff – the INL uses IAC facilities and
provides critical professional assistance and funding to meet scientific and
operational goals. There are several ongoing research projects that have mutual
benefit.
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 PACECO Corporation – Research Partner – PACECO is an international
corporation with which ISU/IAC is teaming to develop WMD detection
technologies for use on shipping containers at coastal shipping centers.
 ON Semiconductor – Research Partner – ISU is partnering with this private
sector company to create synergistic opportunities associated with crystal growth
and nanotechnology research, as well as advanced radiation detection. The further
application of this research is expected to be in the areas of low-voltage lighting,
solar cells, and materials such as transparent semi-conductors.
 Positron Systems – Research Partner – This for-profit company and the IAC
have been working together to bring material stress detection from the laboratory
to the field, and the private sector and capital markets.
 SANDIA – Research Partner – SANDIA and the IAC work together on
technologies for the Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative, performing experiments for
the Reactor-Accelerator Coupling Experiment on materials science and related
research.
 USA Science and Engineering Festival – Conference – ISU is an official partner
of this event which is a collaboration of over 500 of the country’s leading science
and engineering organizations.
 Department of Physics at ISU – Academic partner – The IAC is an integral
partner with this department of the University. The interface in turn provides
international connections in academia, research and development, and the private
sector which is seeking to bring research findings to the marketplace in the form
of products and services.
Market opportunities for ISU, the IAC, and the Pocatello Regional Airport may present
themselves in several forms including, but not limited to:
 Homeland Security – Additional facilities and/or expansion of the IAC Airport
to increase capacity for developing cargo scanning technology.
 DOD Threat Reduction – Additional facilities and/or expansion of the IAC
Airport to focus on WMD identification.
 Medical Isotopes – IAC is competing to develop commercially viable technology
for the production of medical isotopes such as used in cancer screening and other
medical applications. Stakeholder input from ISU/IAC officials suggests that the
Pocatello Regional Airport is ideally suited and located to host a production
facility for medical isotopes. Produced isotopes have a short half life of
usefulness. They must get from the production facility to the end user (hospitals)
within a few hours or they become ineffective. Currently, medical isotopes are
produced in Salt Lake City (University of Utah) and elsewhere in the inter-
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mountain west, but Pocatello appears to occupy and optimal location for
manufacture and distribution of this increasingly important, and valuable,
commodity.

Section 6: Broad Land Use / Market Potential
6.1 Introduction
The Pocatello Regional Airport has a valuable asset in approximately 3,000 acres of land
that includes airside and landside areas which are both put to current use, and represent
opportunities for future development potential and consequent economic/financial
benefit. Much of this land is currently utilized as leased farmland. Other land is included
within the triangular airport runway configuration and thus infeasible for farming; and
still other land presents itself for development projects summarized variously throughout
this Technical Memorandum.
This section focuses on the landside property that is probably not ideal, or physically
feasible, for development of projects/businesses, but nonetheless can potentially
contribute to the Airport’s economic viability and sustainability. The market discussion is
presented in broad strokes that can be refined should the Airport decide to focus on
particular opportunities in the context of Conceptual Development Programs and/or
financial feasibility analysis associated with these possible projects.

6.2 Alternative / Renewable Energy
The geographic/topographic characteristics and location of the Pocatello Regional
Airport represent a unique opportunity to penetrate the alternative/renewable energy
markets. Specifically, the potential for installation of solar and/or wind energy producing
technology may redefine the “highest and best use” of surplus airport land. While it is
farmed or used for land applied sewage sludge today, the decades to come could see an
intensive – and profitable – conversion to energy production. The following subsections
describe these opportunities in general.
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6.21 Solar Energy Opportunities
In November 2010 to FAA issued a 165-page report entitled Technical Guidance for
Evaluating Selected Solar Technologies on Airports. According to this report over 15
airports around the country are operating solar facilities and airport interest in solar
energy is growing rapidly. The report was prepared to “meet the regulatory and
information needs of FAA personnel and airport sponsors in evaluating airport solar
projects.” It addresses a wide range of topics including solar technology, electric grid
infrastructure, FAA safety regulations, financing alternatives, and incentives.
The Pocatello Regional Airport may choose to join the growing list of airports that are
integrating solar projects, and for good reason: Solar technology has matured and is a
reliable way to reduce airport operating costs; Environmentally, solar energy
demonstrates a commitment to good stewardship of natural resources; Solar use
facilitates small business development and U.S. energy independence; and, given a
beneficial Power Purchase Agreement, solar can yield direct economic and financial
benefits to both the host airport, and the developer/operator of the solar technology
involved.
Most existing airport solar projects involve an airport partnership with private investors.
This type of public/private partnership can take advantage of Federal and state tax credits
and state-mandated electricity purchase of renewable energy. Sponsor airports benefit
from these arrangements through lower electric utility bills, lease revenues, and the
dilution of maintenance costs.
The FAA report also cited the fact that while offering benefits, solar energy introduces
some new and unforeseen issues, like possible reflectivity and communications systems
interference. The report offers guidance that can facilitate FAA project reviews, including
a flow-chart of FAA procedures to ensure that proposed systems are safe and pose no risk
to pilots, air traffic controllers, airport operations, or the travelling public.
The Pocatello Regional Airport and the City of Pocatello have been approached by a
private sector team to utilize similar property at the Airport. Benefits to integrating solar
energy production into Airport land use include:


Provision of support through more sustainable communities while stabilizing
energy costs and promoting economic growth for local partners.



Use of a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) that can be negotiated with the local
utility company for the interconnection of the existing power grid for the sale of
the generated power



Demonstration of the City/Airport’s commitment to “think globally” and “act
locally” by supplying cost-effective, renewable energy to the community
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Creating an economic development engine that can have a positive impact on
jobs, entrepreneurial ventures, and other elements of an overall economic
development plan associated with utilization of surplus Airport land.



Supporting Idaho businesses and signaling the integration with the Green Energy
Industry and other technology-based opportunities as summarized in this report.

Brief case studies of airports that are integrating solar business enterprises include the
following:
Denver – America’s fifth largest airport is developing its third large-scale solar power
array, a 4.4 megawatt installation that will be the largest customer-sited system in
Colorado. Denver International Airport will add the new facility to the 2 MW system
commissioned in 2008 and the 1.6 MW solar installation completed in early 2010. The
project is a joint venture between the Airport, a Denver-based developer, a Chinese solar
panel production firm, and Baltimore, Maryland-based Constellation Energy. The new
system will generate about 7,000 megawatt-hours of power each year.
Fresno – In 2009 the Fresno Yosemite International Airport expanded an original plan to
create a solar powered rental car facility into a project that utilizes 9.5 acres of land that
was unsuitable for other development into a solar farm that can produce about 4.2
megawatts of power. Previously an agricultural use occupied the land. The solar farm
includes more than 11,000 solar panels with a hydraulic system that moves the structure
to track the sun from east to west throughout the day. The airport is expected save some
$13 million over the first 20 years of the facility’s operation. In addition, the project
attracted about $16 million in private investment.

Solar panels and farm at Fresno Airport
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Indianapolis – The airport is teaming with a private development company to build a
solar energy farm on 30 acres o airport-owned land near the end of a runway. It will
generate an estimated 10 megawatts of electricity an hour – enough to power up to 6,000
homes – and that electricity will be sold to Indianapolis Power and Light. The airport will
make money by leasing the property to a company that will build and operate the solar
panels.
Other airports that are incorporating solar farms to utilize unproductive land and/or to
access the economic and financial benefits associated with renewable energy include:












Charlotte, NC
San Francisco, CA
Oakland, CA
Austin, TX
Albuquerque, NM
Bakersfield, CA
Houston, TX
San Jose, CA
Honolulu, HI
Burbank, CA
Prescott, AZ

The Pocatello Regional Airport is located in an area of the country that has the one of the
strongest solar resources. If the decision is made to pursue the potential of solar energy
on-Airport, further analysis and recommendations should be incorporated into the Airport
Master Plan – and Airport Layout Plan – according to the FAA report. If solar
development is pursued off-airport, there are fewer approval hurdles but would still
require coordination with the Master Plan, the FAA, local jurisdictions, etc.
6.22 Wind Power Opportunities
As with solar power, several airports within the U.S. and throughout the world are
developing wind-powered electrical generation facilities in order to utilize otherwise
undevelopable land, and to benefit financially. Such airports include Boston’s Logan
International Airport, East Midlands Airport in England, and the Liverpool John Lennon
Airport. Based on anecdotal information gained in repeated site visits, it appears that the
Pocatello Regional Airport experiences consistent windy conditions. Benefits to
integrating wind energy production into Airport land use could include:
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Provision of energy and economic development support to the City of Pocatello
and surrounding communities while defraying energy costs and promoting
economic growth for local partners.



Use of a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) that can be negotiated with the local
utility company for the interconnection of the existing power grid for the sale of
the generated power



Demonstration of the City/Airport’s commitment to “think globally” and “act
locally” by supplying cost-effective, renewable energy to the community; as with
solar, geo-thermal, or biomass renewable resources.



Creating an economic development engine hat can have a positive impact on jobs,
entrepreneurial ventures, and other elements of an overall economic development
plan associated with utilization of surplus Airport land.



Supporting Idaho businesses and institutions (ISU) and signaling the integration
with the Green Energy Industry and other technology-based opportunities as
summarized in this report.

Brief case studies of airports that are integrating solar business enterprises include the
following:
Boston – Boston Logan International Airport installed 20 building-integrated wind
turbines in 2008 which is providing approximately 100,000 kwh or about 2% of the
buildings (terminal) monthly energy use. The Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) is
considering expanding the turbine installations to other facilities. Along with wind
turbines, Massport is evaluating other proven renewable energy technologies at its
facilities including solar power, geothermal technology, and fuel cell applications.
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Roof mounted wind turbines at Boston’s Logan International Airport
Liverpool, England – The Liverpool John Lennon Airport was the first commercial
airport in the UK to install and operate wind turbines in an effort to minimize the
environmental impact of the airport’s operations. The airport installed two 6 kwh turbines
that can generate enough electricity to power a standard 4-6 bedroom house and
contributes to the airport’s electricity needs.
East Midland, England – This UK airport has taken the lead in renewable energy by
adding a pair of high-capacity wind turbines to its infrastructure. The turbines have a
combined capacity of 500 Kwh that contribute directly to the facility’s electricity
requirements. Two more turbines are scheduled to be installed in the near future. East
Midlands Airport is the UK’s second busiest air cargo hub, behind London Heathrow. It
handles approximately 300,000 tons of cargo annually.
Other airports that are incorporating wind farms to utilize unproductive land and/or to
access the economic and financial benefits associated with renewable energy include:


Detroit Metro Airport



Burlington Vermont Airport



Bristol England Airport



Akron Airport
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Section 7: Summary Conclusions
The Pocatello Regional Airport and the landside property it controls could be the nexus
of several key development trends and strategic partnerships suggested by this market
scan. Taken together they can create a “supply pull” market dynamic which will serve to
leverage the attraction of projects and facilities over the period covered by the Master
Plan.
Four key development trends to be accessed include:


The increasingly practical and profitable use of solar energy – particularly as
shown to be integrated into airport operations in various locations



Expanding use of locally available technology in aerospace, medicine, defense
and security operations – particularly in nuclear applications – as demonstrated by
the IAC facility located at the airport.



The increasingly practical and profitable use of wind energy – as shown to be
feasibly integrated into airport operations – particularly in Europe.



Expanding use of technology in advanced manufacturing – as evidenced by
companies that are active in the Pocatello MSA economy, and by businesses that
have recently been attracted to the airport.

Four key strategic partnerships to be pursued include:


Furtherance of the relationship with Idaho State University – particularly with the
Idaho Accelerator Center, and also with the National Accelerator Lab.



Furtherance of the relationship with Idaho State University’s College of
Technology – expanding and upgrading the Aviation program hosted at the
Airport.



Furtherance of the connectivity between the Airport and IAC, Department of
Defense, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Energy and the
medical research and medical isotope producer/end-user linkages.



Cultivation of a public/private partnership with important aerospace companies
including. But not limited to: Boeing, Northrop Grumman, and Lockheed Martin.
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Over time, if the development trends and strategic partnerships summarized herein are
successfully pursued, constructed projects and the spinoff economic benefits they will
create (jobs, new businesses, spending by visitors in the local economy, etc.) may
generate sufficient demand for retail, hotel, and service businesses within the Pocatello
Regional Airport’s landside property.
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DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #5
Date:

October 7, 2011

To:

Mike Becker / David Allen / Dave Nafie

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Pocatello Regional Airport – Conceptual Development Program

Section 1: Introduction and Methodology
Based on the findings of analyses and work on the Pocatello Regional Airport Master Plan
including proximal area site reconnaissance (landside), review of previous plans and reports, a
market scan, numerous stakeholder interviews and other steps, Strategy 5 has prepared a
summary Conceptual Development Program for use by the RS&H team and client group in
understanding alternatives for future projects on landside property.
The Conceptual Development Program summarized herein reflects the professional opinion of
Strategy 5 and will likely be altered as plan alternatives are presented to the client group for
consideration, future decisions by the development/investment community enter the process, and
policy decisions by the Airport and the City of Pocatello are also assimilated. This Program is
intended as an analytical tool to understand how available landside property can be maximized
for the benefit of the Airport, while in keeping with high professional standards for land design.

Section 2: Development Concepts for Consideration
2.1 Warehousing and Distribution
The Pocatello Regional Airport has served a function as host for various warehousing and
distribution businesses since the WW II era – particularly for grain and agricultural products.
The Airport’s well-documented advantages associated with proximity to Interstate highways,
railroad connections, air service, available land, etc. have driven additional proposals for
warehousing, distribution, airfreight and aircraft maintenance operations, a business/industrial
park and related projects. The market scan (Technical Memorandum 4) suggested that these
businesses have potential for consideration in landside development at the Airport, but also
included caveats as to the magnitude of such development given various considerations. These
considerations included the highly competitive market for airfreight business, economic factors
influencing competitiveness in the Intermountain West; proposed need for establishment of Free
Trade Zones, non-profit organizations and other tiers of complexity affecting forecast financial
feasibility.
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Nonetheless, the Pocatello Regional Airport’s advantages again being taken into account,
Strategy 5 recommends that a complex of warehousing and distribution facilities be included in
the Master Plan.
If complexities with railroad access (i.e. railroad track leases, and the need for a trans-loader) and
project compatibility with existing businesses can be dealt with, it is suggested that between
250,000 and 500,000 square feet of distribution and warehouse space might be phased in over
time. The logical location for this complex would be in the southern and western quadrants of
landside property, at the nexus of the Union Pacific rail spur. This square footage could take the
form of 2-4 main buildings that would have to be configured on the land based on further site
analysis, business plans, etc. For purposes of the Conceptual Development Program planners
should work with a range of building footprints to see the best fit for this portion of the Airport
property.
The range could include: two buildings of 250,000 square feet each; three buildings of 166,000
square feet each; four buildings of 100,000 square feet each; one building of 250,000 square feet
each, and so on. Generally, warehousing and distribution buildings are one-floor, high ceiling
structures, allowing for the greatest efficiency in moving freight. Therefore, the range suggested
above would reflect footprints, not cubic square footage based on ceiling heights that could
exceed 50 or more feet.
If space allows it would be prudent to set aside some landside property for future growth in the
warehousing and distribution complex, should that sector make unforeseen gains in the future. In
the meantime, the fairly wide range of building sizes should provide the planning team with
sufficient flexibility to depict a small area plan that successfully treats access, service
requirements, parking, etc.

Potential landside development of warehousing and distribution facilities will benefit from the
existence of a major railroad line, rail spur penetrating the Airport property, and connections to
the Interstate highway system.
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2.2 Advanced Manufacturing / Manufacturing / Light Industrial
The Pocatello Regional Airport Business / Industrial Park in the southern and eastern quadrant of
landside property has been planned and/or under development for several years. Infrastructure
considerations, funding and finance considerations, zoning and other development considerations
have been (and continue to be) addressed by the Airport and the City of Pocatello. This work has
resulted in the attraction of a significant advanced manufacturing operation (sophisticated metals,
high-tech processes) and expressed interest from other business operators.
The market scan and other analysis completed by the team thus far suggest this will be a
continuing growth sector(s) for the Airport. Previous plans and reports have illustrated the
Business / Industrial Park at build out, albeit in broad land use terms. For purposes of the
Conceptual Development Program and the Master Plan as a whole, Strategy 5 recommends a
more detailed build-out schematic that shows facilities on all available/appropriate parcels; the
way in which these facilities are accessed, services, parked, etc.
Given the need for large free-span spaces in accommodating machinery, processes, personnel
and other elements of the advanced manufacturing, light industrial business model, we
recommend that buildings have a footprint no smaller than 25,000 square feet, and no greater
than 250,000 square feet (in keeping with site analysis that has been completed, the existing grid
pattern of streets in the area, etc.) with a total gross building area (combined structures) of about
750,000 square feet assuming this amount of building can be accommodated in the Business /
Industrial Park while maintain access, parking, etc.

The Pocatello Regional Airport may choose to purse expansion of manufacturing facilities on
landside property given existing business locations, existing access/parcel grid pattern, existing
infrastructure, and future synergies with other development opportunities.
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2.3 Additional ISU College of Technology Facilities
The ISU Aircraft Maintenance Program is a valuable existing partner with the Pocatello
Regional Airport where it maintains a hangar/workshop and classroom facility. The market scan
covered in some detail the facility’s role in training aircraft technicians, and, perceived
opportunities for aerospace corporate partnerships and sponsorships. In addition, discussions
with stakeholders revealed that some additional facilities for the ISU College of Technology
might be desired at the Airport.
Covered Staging Area – Input received from ISU staff pointed to the problem of sun damage
and other weather issues on aircraft, and the desirability of a covered staging area next to, or
close to the hangar where aircraft could be kept from the elements.
Classroom space – If the ISU Aircraft Maintenance Program were to be expanded in response to
demand for aircraft technicians, and ISU policy decisions, additional classroom space would not
only be desirable but required.
New building – If the ISU College of Technology were to choose the Airport as a location for
additional facilities to host programs, a new building (or expansion of the existing structure)
would be warranted.
Military Connection – There may be circumstances in the future wherein one or more branches
of the military may select the Pocatello Regional Airport for expanded aircraft training and
maintenance programs. Space / facility needs are unknown at this time, but some provision in the
Conceptual Development Plan / Master Plan probably should be considered.
For purposes of the Conceptual Development Program we should consider the possibility of a
10,000 square foot covered staging area; 5,000 square feet of additional classroom space; a
10,000 square foot new construction building or expansion of the existing Air Maintenance
Program facility; and a 20,000 square foot military installation/facility.
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The Idaho State University’s existing College of Technology Air Maintenance Program may
benefit from expanded facilities. Additions to the existing hangar as well as new construction
buildings that may house other related ISU programs are depicted in this plan diagram.

2.4 Additional ISU Accelerator Facilities
The Idaho Accelerator Center (IAC) maintains a facility at the Pocatello Regional Airport which
has the ability to host large-scale experiments related to security and defense initiatives and
objectives. The current IAC – Airport has the capacity for open land field testing (15 acres),
high-bay indoor space (20,000 square feet), office space, and real-world testing of cargo
scanning and other important technical assignments. The IAC has relationships with many
important public and private partners including the U.S. Department of Defense, Department of
Energy, the Idaho National Laboratory, and various corporations.
Discussions with ISU / IAC administrators indicated that additional facilities at the Airport may
be a desirable objective. The facilities mentioned included additional opportunities to provide
Homeland Security with more cargo scanning technology; and, additional facilities to focus on
WMD identification for the Department of Defense. Another intriguing opportunity may rest in
the development of a facility to conduct further research and to commercially produce medical
isotopes used in cancer screening and other health science applications. As explained to Strategy
5, the half-life of these isotopes makes shipping long distances extremely expensive and
inefficient. A production facility at the Airport could speed delivery, enhance economic/financial
feasibility of production, and provide a location for a public/institutional/private partnership.
Based on the size of the existing IAC – Airport facility, it is suggested that a second facility of
about 25,000 square feet be included in the Conceptual Development Program, with additional
space allocated for expansion.
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The growth of the overall ISU Accelerator Program could manifest itself in an expanded facility
at the Pocatello Regional Airport. While the current facility focuses on technology for scanning
shipping containers and other risks to national security, a second facility could accommodate
technology for manufacture of medical isotopes or other commercial applications.

2.5 Solar Installation Potential
The Strategy 5 market scan summarized an important trend in the convergence of airport
planning and solar energy applications. The significance of this convergence was illustrated in
part by the issuance of an FAA report entitled Technical Guidance for Evaluating Selected Solar
Technologies on Airports in November 2010. There are approximately 15 airports in the United
States that have partnered to develop solar installations and/or are expanding such projects on
airside and landside property as well as those integrated with airport buildings and structures.
Clearly the FAA and the aviation industry are finding value in renewable energy, which can have
both operational and financial returns of invested parties. In Pocatello, the airport has received a
preliminary proposal from a private sector group of companies that is further evidence of
development potential that warrants further analysis in the Master Plan.
A solar installation at the Pocatello Regional Airport could be accommodated within the airside
property located within the triangular runway configuration and/or on some of the additional
acreage owned by the City of Pocatello / Airport. Industry professionals cite a rule of thumb
calculation relative to the relationship of land use to megawatts of electric generation. Basically
this rule of thumb states that one megawatt of solar power generation requires approximately 5
acres of land. Therefore, the plus/minus 450 acres of land located in the airside triangle will
support a solar generation facility of about 90 MW and could generate approximately 190
million KW-hours annually according to industry analysts. This would be the equivalent of
supplying approximately 90,000 single family homes with clean renewable energy. To put this
into further context, most airport solar installations equal between 2 and 10 megawatts, although
these projects continue to grow in size, or are being added to in subsequent development phases.
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Solar installations at airports offer a combination of potential financial benefits including savings
on energy, private investment, land leases, power purchase agreements, federal and state tax
credits, etc. Strategy 5 recommends that a solar installation at the Pocatello Regional Airport be
the subject of further financial feasibility analysis under our existing scope of work.
For purposes of the Conceptual Development Program Strategy 5 recommends that the team and
client group conservatively consider plotting a 200 acre parcel within the airside infield triangle
and/or a similar parcel that would be located within reach of utility infrastructure. The latter
parcel could be set aside for future growth or expansion – probably in the western quadrant of
landside property.

A solar installation at the Pocatello Regional Airport could provide economic and financial
benefits for both public and private sector partners. The phased array depicted in this plan view
suggested some of the locations that are physically feasible, and are consistent with installations
at other airports, and FAA guidelines for solar development.
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Section 3: Summary Conclusions
The components of the Conceptual Development Program summarized in this Technical
Memorandum do not necessarily constitute a comprehensive inventory of all projects that may
be pursued by the Pocatello Regional Airport, the City of Pocatello and their public and private
sector partners over time. Rather they represent possible catalyst projects for consideration of
inclusion in the Master Plan and possible subjects of further analysis.
Taken together, the five categories of projects would constitute significant development on
Airport property, and carry with them potentially significant economic and fiscal benefits. A
summary of project categories and associated square footage/acreage is listed below:
Warehousing and distribution

250,000 – 500,000

Advanced manufacturing / light industrial

250,000 – 750,000

ISU Aircraft Maintenance Facilities

25,000 – 75,000

ISU / IAC Facilities

25,000 – 50,000

Solar Installation Potential

200 acres – 400 acres (8,720,000 – 17,440,000 sf)

In all, the Conceptual Development Program depicts a range of Gross Building Area for catalyst
projects of between 550,000 and 1,375,000 square feet; to be phased in and absorbed over time.
Applying a Floor Area Ratio of .25 (common for commercial/manufacturing/industrial
development) which is the relationship between land and what can be accommodated given the
need for parking, access, etc. the square footage range equates with between about 50 acres and
105 acres required for development.
A solar installation such as suggested herein would take the total land area to be developed by
the Airport and its partners over time to between 250 and 550 acres. Backing out the airside
property and support area (i.e. parking lots, roads, terminal, hangars etc. - plus/minus 1,000
acres) from the total plus/minus 3,000 acres owned by the City/Airport this leaves a net
remaining land area of about 1,450 acres 1,750 acres for additional future development and/or
maintaining existing agricultural and land applied waste usage.
The remaining land allows for future projects that may be unforeseen at this time depending on
the advent of new airside infrastructure, changes in the airline industry/economy, and other
variables.
It should be clearly understood, as stated in Section I, that the Conceptual Development Program
should be considered an analytical tool for use in the planning process. Once building footprints
are laid out and the relationships with existing structures, required parking, access etc. are
known, we can refine the catalyst projects prior to further financial feasibility and other analysis.
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This plan drawing shows the aggregate landside development suggested for consideration and
implementation over time by the Pocatello Regional Airport and the City of Pocatello. The plan
illustrates synergies between uses and depicts a “built-out” scenario that could maximize
economic and fiscal returns for invested parties.
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DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #6B
Date:

May 21, 2012

To:

Mike Becker / David Allen / Dave Nafie

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Financial Feasibility Analysis

Section 1: Introduction and Methodology
As a part of Implementation for the Pocatello Regional Airport Master Plan, the RS&H team was
tasked with preparing feasibility assessments for up to five catalyst projects that could be
accommodated on landside property owned by the Airport. The nature of these potential projects
at the outset of the planning process was unknown, with findings and recommendations to be
based on site analysis, market analysis, and other methodological steps undertaken by the team.
Ultimately, a Conceptual Development Program for landside property was created that included
a mix of economic development components, including:





Warehousing and distribution
Advanced manufacturing / manufacturing / light industrial
Expanded ISU facilities (i.e. new Accelerator and Aircraft Maintenance Program space)
Solar energy installation

Additional projects that might be leveraged over time, and as landside development and other
Airport initiatives were successfully completed, were also discussed. These included the
possibility of a hotel and retail / service retail businesses.
In order to provide the client with the most valuable information for use in conjunction with the
Master Plan, associated fiscal and budgetary planning comprising a funding and finance strategy
for capital and other improvements suggested by the plan, it was agreed that the team would
approach feasibility from the perspective of the Airport, not necessarily a project developer.
Feasibility from the Airport’s perspective entails highest and best use of available land, synergy
with the Master Plan and associated goals and objectives, obtainable lease rates and other terms
of development agreements, and the economic and fiscal impacts that can be achieved to benefit
the Airport. Feasibility from a developer’s perspective entails identified market support,
projected revenues and expenses, supportable debt and equity, available funding etc.
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Based in the findings of the market analysis conducted for the Master Plan and related steps, the
team found that sufficient proof of “market feasibility” and “economic feasibility” for the types
of projects included in the Conceptual Development Program (and as quantified in square
footage) that the firm recommended, as stated above, that resources be devoted to feasibility
analysis from the perspective of the Airport.
In the sections below, a summary of landside components of the Conceptual Development
Program is provided, along with certain assumptions that drive revenue and cost projections
associated with the Airport feasibility perspective. Data and information sources used in this
analysis included historical lease rates and terms for airport tenants, comparative lease rates and
terms from other airports, solar energy industry information, FAA information (i.e. that included
in the FAA Solar Guidelines), and other primary and secondary data and information provided
by the Pocatello Regional Airport, City of Pocatello, and other public and institutional entities.
A series of development and other assumptions have been made regarding phasing, absorption,
lease rates, etc. These specific assumptions are summarized under each component of the
landside development strategy as listed below, and are designed to meet the: “Is it reasonable to
assume” test. The logic applied to assumptions regarding is as follows:
Revenue
 Land area requirements are based on the Conceptual Development Program,
 Land lease rates are based on a comparative analysis of other leases maintained by the
Pocatello Regional Airport; and,
 Graduated lease rates take into account overlapping lease terms.
 Comparisons with lease rates at other airport business/industrial parks in similar markets,
and the likelihood that the Airport will be able to increase rates in the future as demand
for Airport parcels rise.
 Absorption / growth assumptions are predicated on a proactive marketing effort by the
Airport, momentum and increasing demand created by new projects as they serve to
create a critical mass of activity, and improvements and other positive benefits associated
with implementing the Master Plan.
The logic applied to assumptions regarding expenses is as follows:
Expenses
In order to weigh financial feasibility and economic development considerations associated with
new landside opportunities, the Pocatello Airport should account for expenses / costs that may be
either one-time (e.g. investment in a trans-loader to facilitate the distribution and warehousing
operation), or ongoing (e.g. maintenance, marketing, etc.). The Airport does not currently
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distinguish between landside development and airside development from an
accounting/administrative perspective, so this financial feasibility analysis as it includes
dedicated expenses, serves as a tool to help policy/decision makers understand all cost/benefit
factors.
Summary of Tables
Table 1 places these assumptions, inputs, outputs and projections into the context of a 10-year
cash flow pro forma that in turn drive other financial projections that will merge with the funding
and finance strategy for the Master Plan.
Table 2 places the revenue / expense and Net Operating Income projections into calculations of
theoretical supportable debt and equity. This would be as if the Airport was a private developer,
how would a proposed project(s) perform in terms of equity capital and financing. This is
another tool that can be used to understand the viability / profitability of proposed landside
projects.
Table 3 balances potential hard costs of Airport investment (e.g. trans-loader, new rail spur, etc.)
against supportable funds. It also calculates the Residual Land Value based on inputs and outputs
of Tables 1 and 2.
Table 4 provides an estimate of FTE construction jobs associated with an investment by the
Airport in infrastructure or other improvements that may be required to attract development
projects.
Table 5 provides calculations of FTE job creation, and direct and indirect wages and salaries that
could be generated by implementing and developing the components of the Conceptual
Development Program.
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Section 2: Development Program / Feasibility Assumptions Summary
2.1 Advanced Manufacturing / Manufacturing / Light Industrial
The Conceptual Development Program accommodated the need/demand for large free-span
spaces in accommodating machinery, processes, personnel and other elements of the advanced
manufacturing, light industrial sectors. The Program included recommendations that buildings
have a footprint no smaller than 25,000 square feet, and no greater than 250,000 square feet (in
keeping with site analysis that has been completed, the existing grid pattern of streets in the area,
etc.) with a total gross building area (combined structures) of about 750,000 square feet
assuming this amount of building can be accommodated in the Business / Industrial Park while
maintain access, parking, etc. This building square footage was translated by the team into the
need for approximately 60 acres of landside property.
Feasibility Assumptions: Development / leasing have already been initiated by the Petersen
manufacturing facility (2011), and so we project that additional projects can be attracted in year
1 of implementation. Utilized acreage is estimated at 5 acres in years 1 and 2, increasing to 10 in
years 3 and 4, 20 acres in years 5 – 6, 40 acres in years 7 -8, and reaching build-out at 60 acres in
years 7 – 10. The lease rate is begun at $2,000 per acre per year which is somewhat more
aggressive than the most recent rates charged for new manufacturing facilities, but probably
achievable based on various improvements and investments by the Airport. The rate is increased
to $2,250 per acre per year in years 5 – 8, and tops out at $2,500 in years 9-10.

The Pocatello Regional Airport may choose to purse expansion of manufacturing facilities on
landside property given existing business locations, existing access/parcel grid pattern, existing
infrastructure, and future synergies with other development opportunities. This development
component could utilize up to 60 acres.
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2.2 Warehousing and Distribution
If complexities with railroad access (i.e. railroad track leases, and the need for a trans-loader) and
project compatibility with existing businesses can be dealt with, it is suggested that between
250,000 and 500,000 square feet of distribution and warehouse space might be phased in over
time. The logical location for this complex would be in the southern and western quadrants of
landside property, at the nexus of the Union Pacific rail spur. This square footage could take the
form of 2-4 main buildings that would have to be configured on the land, based on further site
analysis, business plans, etc.
Based on the Conceptual Development Program land-use requirements, the team calculated that
the warehousing and distribution complex would require approximately 30 acres of the Airport’s
landside property.
Feasibility Assumptions: Development / leasing will begin in the third year of implementation,
allowing time for installation of a trans-loader, improvement / expansion of railroad spur
infrastructure, and other required infrastructure improvements. Utilized acreage is pegged at 10
acres in years 3 and 4, increasing to 20 in years 4 and 5, and reaching maturity at 30 acres in
years 7 – 10. The lease rate is begun at $1,500 per acre per year which is consistent with the most
recent rates charged for new manufacturing facilities on smaller parcels. The rate is increased to
$2,000 per acre per year in years 5 – 7, increased to $2,250 in years 8 and 9, and tops out at
$2,500 in year 10.

Potential landside development of warehousing and distribution facilities will benefit from the
existence of a major railroad line, rail spur penetrating the Airport property, and connections to
the Interstate highway system. This development component could utilize up to 30 acres.
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2.3 Additional ISU College of Technology Facilities
The ISU Aircraft Maintenance Program is a valuable existing partner with the Pocatello
Regional Airport where it maintains a hangar/workshop and classroom facility. The market scan
covered in some detail the facility’s role in training aircraft technicians, and, perceived
opportunities for aerospace corporate partnerships and sponsorships. In addition, discussions
with stakeholders revealed that some additional facilities for the ISU College of Technology
might be desired at the Airport.
The Conceptual Development Program suggested the possibility of a 10,000 square foot covered
staging area; 5,000 square feet of additional classroom space; a 10,000 square foot new
construction building or expansion of the existing Air Maintenance Program facility; and a
20,000 square foot military installation/facility. This translates into the need for approximately 8
additional acres of land-side property.
Feasibility Assumptions: ISU’s College of Technology Aircraft Maintenance Program does not
currently pay rent of usage / lease fees to the Airport according to information provided to the
team. This information further indicates that ISU has a 20-year agreement affirming this
arrangement that concerns approximately 10,000 square feet of hangar space that has also come
to include some classroom and office space. If ISU chooses to expand its presence at the Airport
through the Air Maintenance Program and other possible avenues, it may be appropriate for the
Airport to begin charging for a land lease connected with new development. Development
assumptions include the use of 4 additional acres starting in years 2 and 3 of implementation,
with the addition of 4 more acres in year 4 (bringing the total to 8). Taking into account the
intrinsic value of the partnership between the Pocatello Regional Airport and ISU, it may be
reasonable to assume that “below market” rate of $1,000 per acre per year might be appropriate.

The Idaho State University’s existing College of Technology Air Maintenance Program may
benefit from expanded facilities. Additions to the existing hangar as well as new construction
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buildings that may house other related ISU programs are depicted in this plan diagram. New
ISU facilities here could utilize up to 8 additional acres
2.4 Additional ISU Accelerator Facilities
Based on stakeholder interviews with ISU / IAC administrators, the Conceptual Development
Program included additional facilities that would compliment the existing accelerator. These
facilities could include additional opportunities to provide Homeland Security with more cargo
scanning technology; and, additional facilities to focus on WMD identification for the
Department of Defense. Another intriguing opportunity may rest in the development of a facility
to conduct further research and to commercially produce medical isotopes used in cancer
screening and other health science applications. As explained to the team, the half-life of these
isotopes makes shipping long distances extremely expensive and inefficient. A production
facility at the Airport could speed delivery, enhance economic/financial feasibility of production,
and provide a location for a public/institutional/private partnership.
Feasibility Assumptions: Based on the size of the existing IAC – Airport facility, it is suggested
that a second facility of about 25,000 square feet be included in the Conceptual Development
Program, with additional space allocated for expansion. The land bay that currently adjoins the
existing accelerator facility is approximately 8 acres in size, and that amount of property has
therefore been used in the feasibility pro-forma. The existing ISU Accelerator Center has a
building lease (as opposed to a ground/land lease) and is paying $3,500 per month under a 10
year term. It is difficult to compare a potential ISU land-lease rate for a new project (it is
assumed ISU would pay for this facility), so, as with the ISU Aircraft Maintenance Program, we
attribute the value of the Airport / ISU partnership to a “below market” rate of $1,000 per acre
per year. The pro-forma includes the assumption that a new accelerator (and attendant lease
payments) could begin in the 4th year of implementation.

The growth of the overall ISU Accelerator Program could manifest itself in an expanded facility
occupying an additional 8 acres. While the current facility focuses on technology for scanning
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shipping containers and other risks to national security, a second facility could accommodate
technology for manufacture of medical isotopes or other commercial applications.

2.5 Solar Installation
The Conceptual Development Program included an approximate 200 acre parcel within the
airside infield triangle and/or a similar parcel that would be located within reach of utility
infrastructure. The latter parcel could be set aside for future growth or expansion – probably in
the western quadrant of landside property. In all, approximately 500 acres of land that could be
used for a solar installation were identified and plotted by the team
Feasibility Assumptions: A solar installation at the Pocatello Regional Airport would not
necessarily conform to the basic land lease format as with the other components summarized
herein; although a land lease could certainly be part of the feasibility equation from the Airport’s
perspective. In fact the feasibility equation may be quite complex with consideration such as:


Is the solar installation Airport owned, developer owned, or a joint public / private joint
venture?



Land lease rate as percentage of production (1% to 2%)



Role of the Airport as a customer in a Power Purchase Agreement? In-kind power offset



Use of Renewable Energy Credits that can offset fuel costs for airlines and be passed
back to the Airport as revenue.



Use of Tax Credits



Use of Government Grants and Rebates



Bond Authority / Use for Renewable Energy Programs



Net Metering – Participation in selling energy to the grid.



Use of covered parking to capture added-value customers / revenues

For use in the cash flow pro forma we have estimated total combined revenues that could accrue
to the Airport on an annual basis – either directly (i.e. land lease revenue), or indirectly (i.e.
through a joint venture PPA and/or power sharing agreement, in-kind power offset, energy
credits, etc.
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A solar installation at the Pocatello Regional Airport could provide economic and financial
benefits for both public and private sector partners. The phased array depicted in this plan view
suggested some of the locations that are physically feasible, and are consistent with installations
at other airports, and FAA guidelines for solar development.
2.6 Mixed-Use Projects
Although the Conceptual Development Program included in the Pocatello Regional Airport
Master Plan originally included the possibility of a hotel, retail and office uses, ultimately it was
decided to drop these components on the basis they were too hypothetical at this time. The team
concurred that much other development will have to occur on Airport land-side property before
these projects/uses will likely be supportable. However, in the context of a 10-year feasibility
forecast (and the fact that land areas are available for these projects) we recommend that they be
considered in the overall financial assessment of land-side development potential. In fact, nearly
60 acres of aggregate land-side property remains “un-built” per the Master Plan and the sites
which comprise this acreage are among the most desirable for development given the long-term
view.
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Therefore, in the 10-year cash flow pro forma we have suggested that 5 acres could be developed
for some type of mixed-use purpose within 5 years of implementation, ramping up to 20 in year
7 and maxing out the 60 acres available by year 9. Given the anticipated uses (hotel, restaurants,
retail, office, etc.), the desirability of the parcel locations, and the understanding that there will
be significant development that precedes these opportunities, we project that the Airport could
command approximately $3,000 per acre per year for land leases.

Section 3: Summary Conclusions
The components of the Conceptual Development Program summarized in this Technical
Memorandum do not necessarily constitute a comprehensive inventory of all projects that may
be pursued by the Pocatello Regional Airport, the City of Pocatello and their public and private
sector partners over time. Rather they represent possible catalyst projects for consideration of
inclusion in the Master Plan and possible subjects of further analysis.
Taken together, the five categories of projects (not counting mixed-use) would constitute
significant development on Airport property, and carry with them potentially significant
economic and fiscal benefits.

This plan drawing shows the aggregate landside development suggested for consideration and
implementation over time by the Pocatello Regional Airport and the City of Pocatello. The plan
illustrates synergies between uses and depicts a “built-out” scenario that could maximize
economic and fiscal returns for invested parties.
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Financial Feasibility Results


Based on the assumptions, inputs and outputs contained in the primary cash flow pro
forma (Table 1) the Pocatello Airport could realize an increasing level of Net Operating
Income over a ten year period associated with new development projects on landside
property. Net Operating Income is projected at a loss for the first two years (-$10,000 and
-$6,000 respectively) as investments in pre-development activities is undertaken; then,
increasing from $754,000 in year 3 to $2.8 million by year 10.



Based on a proprietary financial model that solves for supportable debt and equity
associated with a development project(s) (Table 2), all components phased in over a 10
year period, and contributing projected levels of lease revenues, etc., could generate – in
theory – approximately $6.2 million in minimum equity; and, approximately $9.5 million
in supportable debt, for a total of $15.8 of supportable funds.



Based on the projected level of supportable funds, and an assumption regarding Airport
investment in infrastructure or other inducements for developers ($2.5 million) the
estimated Residual Land Value of Airport property designated for private development
would be approximately $13.3 million. See Table 3.



Landside development at the Airport can drive significant economic impacts including
direct construction jobs associated with infrastructure (17) and the annual job wages that
they create ($866,000). See Table 4.



Direct FTE jobs associated with new project operations will also be significant.
Conservative estimates of 100 jobs created would yield about $5 million in annual direct
wages and salaries. The earning multiplier effect indicates that these wages and salaries
would in turn result in $13 million in additional earnings that would accrue from
businesses and companies in the local, regional and national economy.

In essence, the financial feasibility of pursuing development of landside property at the Pocatello
Regional Airport has not only been shown as viable, but capable of creating significant economic
and fiscal benefits. Additional economic impact analysis will be merged with the Implementation
Plan.
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Table 1
Conceptual Development Projects
Year 1
Revenues:
Manufacturing
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate
Revenue
Warehouse / Distribution
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate
Revenue
ISU Aviation
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate
Revenue
ISU Acellerator
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate
Revenue
Solar Installation
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate / Other
Revenue
Mixed-Use
Leased Acreage
Lease Rate
Revenue
Total Gross Revenue
Expenses
Departmental
Operations
General & Administrative
Sales & Marketing
Annual Total Expenses

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

5
$2,000
$10,000

5
$2,000
$10,000

10
$2,000
$20,000

10
$2,000
$20,000

20
$2,250
$45,000

20
$2,250
$45,000

40
$2,250
$90,000

40
$2,250
$90,000

60
$2,500
$150,000

60
$2,500
$150,000

0
$1,500
$0

0
$1,500
$0

10
$1,500
$15,000

10
$1,500
$15,000

20
$2,000
$40,000

20
$2,000
$40,000

30
$2,000
$60,000

30
$2,250
$67,500

30
$2,250
$67,500

30
$2,500
$75,000

0
$1,000

4
$1,000

4
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

8
$1,000

$0

$4,000

$4,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

0
$1,000
$0

0
$1,000
$0

0
$1,000
$0

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

8
$1,000
$8,000

0

0

150

150

150

150

250

250

500

500

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$0

$0

$750,000

$750,000

$750,000

$750,000

$1,250,000

$1,250,000

$2,500,000

$2,500,000

0
$3,000
$0
$10,000

0
$3,000
$0
$14,000

0
$3,000
$0
$789,000

0
$3,000
$0
$801,000

5
$3,000
$15,000
$866,000

5
$3,000
$15,000
$866,000

20
$3,000
$60,000
$1,476,000

20
$3,000
$60,000
$1,483,500

60
$3,000
$180,000
$2,913,500

60
$3,000
$180,000
$2,921,000

$5,000
$5,000
$10,000
$20,000

$5,000
$5,000
$10,000
$20,000

$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$35,000

$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$35,000

$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$35,000

$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$50,000

$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$50,000

$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$50,000

$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$50,000

$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$50,000

Net Operating Income
Total Annual Revenues
Total Annual Expenses

$10,000
$20,000

$14,000
$20,000

$789,000
$35,000

$801,000
$35,000

$866,000
$35,000

$866,000
$50,000

$1,476,000
$50,000

$1,483,500
$50,000

$2,913,500
$50,000

$2,921,000
$50,000

Net Operating Income

-$10,000

-$6,000

$754,000

$766,000

$831,000

$816,000

$1,426,000

$1,433,500

$2,863,500

$2,871,000
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Table 2
Supportable Debt/Equity
Project Cash Flow

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Airport Land Revenue
Total Net Operating Income
Annual Debt Service
Annual Cash Flow

-$10,000
-$10,000
$547,143
-$557,143

-$6,000
-$6,000
$547,143
-$553,143

$754,000
$754,000
$547,143
$206,857

$766,000
$766,000
$547,143
$218,857

$831,000
$831,000
$547,143
$283,857

$816,000 $1,426,000 $1,433,500 $2,863,500 $2,871,000
$816,000 $1,426,000 $1,433,500 $2,863,500 $2,871,000
$547,143 $547,143
$547,143 $547,143 $547,143
$268,857 $878,857
$886,357 $2,316,357 $2,323,857

Supportable Funds
Supportable Equity:
Required Developer Return
Supportable Equity

0%
$6,273,571

Supportable Debt:
NOI YEAR 4
Debt Coverage Ratio
Debt Service
Interest Rate
Loan Term
Supportable Debt

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

$766,000
1.4
$547,143
4%
30
$9,550,435

Total Supportable Funds
Minimum Equity1
Supportable Debt

2

Total Supportable Funds

$6,273,571

40%

$9,550,435

60%

$15,824,007

100%

1

The financial model employed in this table solves for a minimum equity requirement based on cash flow after supportable debt service. The actual financing package

2

The financial model employed in this table uses conventional debt financing. The actual financing package would likely use a combination of short term construction

will likely include significantly greater developer equity which may be structured in the form of loaned capital equal to as much as 30% of the debt required.
loans, low-interest industrial or economic development loans, and debt that could be structured at more favorable terms within the 30-year span.

Year 10
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Table 3
Financial Summary
Building Hard Costs
Infrastructure (square footage)
Total Costs @ $50 /sf
Land

Supportable Funds
50,000 Minimum Equity
$2,500,000 Conventional Debt
$0 Total Supportable Funds

Total Development Costs

$2,500,000 Project Costs

Estimated Project Value

$2,500,000 Residual Land Value

$2,500,000

Table 4
Pocatello Airport Landside Development
Direct Development Jobs and Wages
Direct Development Jobs
Total Development Costs
Cost per Construction-related Job

$2,500,000
$150,000

Total FTE Construction-related Jobs

17

Direct Construction-related Wages
Total FTE Construction-related Jobs
Average Annual Job Wage
Total Construction Wages

17
$52,000
$866,667

Sources: The National Council for Urban Economic
Development; Statistical Abstract of the United
States; Strategy 5 LLC .

Table 5
Pocatello Airport

Project Operations
Indirect Employment and Earnings Impact
Direct FTE Jobs
Indirect/Direct Relationship*
Indirect Jobs
Direct Wages and Salaries
Earning Mulitplier*
Total Additional Earnings
Total Indirect Earnings

$6,273,571
$9,550,435
$15,824,007

100
1.2:1
120
$5,000,000
2.6
$13,000,000
$8,000,000

* Based on RIMS II model.
Source: U.S. Chamber of Commerce; Strategy 5 LLC.

$13,324,007
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DRAFT
Technical Memorandum #7
Date:

June 30, 2012

To:

Mike Becker / David Allen / Dave Nafie

From:

Ernest Bleinberger / Strategy 5

Subject:

Funding / Economic Role of Landside Development

Section 1: Primary Funding and Economic Role of Landside Development
This Technical Memorandum provides a discussion of the economic linkages between landside
development opportunities (as summarized in Technical Memorandum 6), implementation of the
Master Plan Update, and sources of funding for the Airport Capital Improvement Plan. Findings
of market analysis, financial feasibility analysis, and other analytical steps associated with the
Conceptual Development Program for landside property suggest that public / private partnerships
in this area can provide a significant contribution to the economic sustainability of the Airport,
and the capital requirements associated with both landside and airside improvements.
While the majority of funding for Airport improvements is anticipated to come from the FAA
(see Section 5.4.1 of the Final Report), passenger facility charges (Section 5.4.2), state funding
(Section 5.4.3), Airport revenues (Section 5.4.4) and other “local” funds (Section 5.4.5), landside
development may contribute to the funding category referred to in the report as “Other Sources”
(Section 5.4.6). “Other Sources” in the context of landside development could include, but not
necessarily be limited to, land lease revenues, profit sharing, joint venture profits, and a variety
of monetized benefits, especially those associated with the proposed solar installation (i.e. power
purchase agreements, in-kind offsets, use of Renewable Energy Credits, net metering,
government grants and rebates, etc.)
The Capital Improvement Plan included in the Master Plan Update Final Report is broken out
into three phases: Short Term (2012 – 2016), Intermediate Term (2017 – 2021), and Long Term
(2022 – 2031). Each phase includes project descriptions, and funding sources broken out under
the categories: Entitlement, Discretionary, State and Local. The amounts included under each
founding source category equal the total project cost for each particular improvement.
The feasibility analysis conducted for potential landside development components included a 10year cash flow pro forma and other projections based on a 10-year time frame. Therefore, it can
be said the landside development / implementation plan coincides with the Short Term and
Intermediate Term of the overall Capital Improvement Plan. The total cost of projects included
in the Short Term amounts to $12,588,000. The total cost of projects included in the Intermediate
Term amounts to $14,145,000, for an aggregate total of $26,733,000.
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While financial / economic benefits generated from landside development could fall into one of
the four categories used in the Funding Source Matrix (i.e. entitlement, discretionary, state and
local) for purposes of this analysis it is assumed that any revenue and/or funding source
associated with private-sector driven development would be considered “other” (see Section
5.4.6)
Based on a wide range of development and operating assumptions utilized in the feasibility
analysis for landside development, forecasts and projections associated with the achievement of
a phased project implementation, and other criteria (see Technical Memorandum 6), the team
found that the Airport could realize approximately $6.2 million in cash flow after debt service
over a 10-year period. Indeed, total supportable funds generated by landside development
including equity and debt (should the Airport wish to borrow) could reach about $15.8 million.
The financial feasibility analysis allocated $2.5 million in directly related project costs (e.g.
railroad spurs, improved infrastructure, etc.) some of which are included in the Capital
Improvement Plan, therefore leaving the Airport with a potential net gain over the Short and
Intermediate Term of about $13 million.
This significant amount of financial and economic benefit will only be realized if the Airport
aggressively pursues a landside development strategy as set forth in the Master Plan Update.
However, if it does, and the forecast results achieved, the combination of additional net income,
cash flow, and supportable funds could provide an important source of funding – the “other”
source. These funds could ostensibly be used to further enhance the landside development /
economic environment, fill funding gaps for other desired / required projects, and assist with the
long term Capital Improvement Plan. It should be noted that while the financial feasibility
analysis capped projections at 10 years, monetary returns from landside development will stretch
well into the future.
Section 2: Other Funding and Economic Considerations
In addition to the direct financial returns that can be potentially realized by the Airport through
landside development as summarized above, there are other economic and fiscal benefits that
may accrue over time as well. Two primary benefits to be considered are: Tax Increment Finance
(TIF) empowerment; and, job creation and associated spending of wages and salaries in the local
economy.
Tax Increment Finance (TIF) – Much of the Airport’s landside development property, but not
all, is located within the Pocatello Regional Airport Urban Renewal Allocation District, as
approved by City Council in 2010. The District functions as a tax increment finance district
wherein net new property tax revenues are retained within the designated area for a period of
years (until 2033 in this case) and used to fund various infrastructure and other improvements.
The Pocatello Regional Airport Urban Renewal Area and Revenue Allocation District Plan,
prepared by the Pocatello Development Authority, set forth a series of proposed projects (e.g.
site utilities, rail spur extension, storm water upgrades, professional services for engineering,
landscaping, etc.) and associated project costs totaling approximately $5 million, designed to
facilitate and induce further private sector investment in property development at the Airport. A
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concurrent economic feasibility study was completed that projected cumulative tax revenues to
the PDA over the life of the TIF (until 2033) to equal approximately $5 million as well. These
tax projections were based primarily on the taxable values provided by Petersen Inc. (a
manufacturing facility) and the Frazier Co. (also a manufacturing facility). The Petersen facility
has been built, the Frazier facility has not. Either way, the economic feasibility did not; in fact
could not have, taken into account the additional development components suggested by the
Master Plan Update.
While an in-depth analysis of the TIF impacts associated with proposed landside development is
beyond the scope of this analysis, it is clear that the potential tax revenues far exceed those as
initially projected in the report prepared by the Pocatello Development Authority. The team
recommends that a refreshed TIF analysis be conducted by the PDA or other entity as part of the
Master Plan Update Implementation Plan, taking into account the proposed elements of the
landside Conceptual Development Plan included therein, possible changes to the District
boundaries, role of TIF funds in the Capital Improvement Plan and other considerations.
Jobs, Wages and Salaries – Based on the development of new projects on landside property
over time, a range of jobs will be created including those in the construction sector,
manufacturing, distribution and warehousing, education, R&D, and other fields. The feasibility
analysis (Technical Memorandum #6) conservatively projected that at least 17 FTE construction
jobs would be created from infrastructure improvements alone, and that at least 100 FTE jobs
would be created as new businesses and facilities are built and operated. These two categories of
job creation alone would mean about $6 million in direct wages and salaries paid to employees
each year, which in turn gets spent in the economy creating the “multiplier effect”. When a
multiplier is applied (according to the RIMS II model of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce) these
wages and salaries result in an additional $8 million in indirect earnings; a majority captured in
the local economy – some captured in the national or global economy – as employees purchase
goods and services.
Other economic and fiscal impacts that will be generated by landside development include:
 Capital investment in facilities, equipment, and intellectual property
 Additional construction jobs and associated wages and salaries
 Spending by operations on goods an services
 Net new property taxes, sales taxes and other fiscal revenues
 Spending by visitors in the local economy including form business travelers
Over time, the economic and fiscal benefits from landside development, coupled with the Capital
Improvements in airside and landside infrastructure, and other elements and recommendations of
the Pocatello Regional Airport Master Plan Update can have a significant cumulative and
beneficial impact on the long term economic sustainability of this important transportation hub.

